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A [0, m]-space is a linear space with the following property: For any point-line 
pair (x, G) there are at most m lines through x which are coplanar with G and 
which have no point in common with G. For every [0, m]-space (M, 90l) we define 
an order o rdM in a natural way. For dimM~>3 and ordM~>3m+2,  every 
[0, m]-space (M, 991) can be embedded in a projective space (P, £) with 
dim P = dim M and ord P = ord M. © 1995 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A linear space or incidence space is a pair (M, 9J~), where M is a set 
whose elements are called points and 9)l is a set of distinguished subsets of 
M, called lines, such that (cf. [8]): 
(I1) Any two distinct points x, y~M are contained in one and only 
one line denoted by x, y. 
(I2) Every line contains at least two points. 
A subset Uc  M is a subspace of (M, 92R), if for any two distinct points x, 
y E U the line x, y is contained in U. Let 11 denote the set of all subspaces 
of (M, 99l). For a subset XcM,  X :=N{Ue11:XcU} is called the 
closure of X. For U~II, we denote by dim U:=inf( IX I - l : J~= U} the 
dimension of U. A subspace E~ 11 with dim E = 2 is called a plane and any 
two lines G, H which are contained in a plane, i.e., dim G u H~< 2, are 
called coplanar. Two coplanar lines G, H are parallel, denoted by G ]{ H, if 
G=H or GnH=~.  Forx~Mlet  
:= { G ~ gJi~ " x ~ G } 
and for any non-incident point-line pair (x, G) we denote by 
~(x, ~):= I{H~ ~ -H II ~}1 
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the number of lines through x which are parallel to G. For a set 
S= N w {0}, a linear space (M, 9)~) is called an S-space, if ~z(x, G)eS for 
every non-incident point-line pair (x, G). 
For example, a linear space (P, o) is a projective space, if (P, ~) is a 
{ 0} -space and: 
(I3) Every line contains at least three points. 
For meNu{0},  let [0, m]={0,  1,..., m}. If (M, 9~) is a [O,m]-space, 
then for each line G c ~ and each point x ~ MkG there are at most m 
parallel lines to G through x. For a subset M of a linear space (P, ~) let 
~(M) := {GerM: G~P~ and fGc~MI ~>2}. Then (M, ~(M)) is a linear 
space, the restriction of (P, ~2) on M. We say a linear space is projectively 
embeddable if (M, 9J~) is the restriction of some projective space (P, ~), i.e., 
M= P and 9)~ = ~(M). We remark that for a subspace U of (M, 9J~) it 
holds that 991(U) c 9J~. 
A linear space (M, 9)l) is called locally projective if for every point x and 
for ~J~x := {EE~I" d imE=2 and x~E}, (~, 9)~x) is a projective space. 
In particular, finite two-dimensional S-spaces are considered in many 
papers. P. Dembowski [3] and J. Totten and P. DeWitte [22] classified 
the finite { 0, 1 }-planes, called semiaffine planes, which are all embeddable 
in a (possibly degenerated) finite projective plane. M. Oehler [17] and 
G. Pickert [ 18 ] investigated finite { 1, 2}-planes and showed that with only 
one exception every { 1, 2}-plane is embeddable in a finite projective plane. 
W. Hauptmann [4] classified the finite [0, 2J-planes which are not {0, 1}- 
or { 1, 2}-planes in six classes, all obtainable by removing a suitable subset 
from a finite projective plane. 
In [ 2 ], A. Beutelspacher and J. Meinhardt deal with finite { 2, 3 }-planes. 
If the order is greater than 6 then every {2, 3}-plane, apart from one 
possible exception, can be obtained by removing three lines not containing 
one point in common from a projective plane. If the order is equal to or 
less than 6, Beutelspacher and Meinhardt give conterexamples. 
P.M. Lo Re and D. Olanda discuss in [13] finite {1, 2, 3}-planes 
and prove that every {1, 2, 3}-plane with an order greater than 51 is 
embeddable in a projective plane. Finite {0, 1, s}-planes with s~> 3 are 
investigated in [ 1 ] by Beutelspacher and A. Kersten and finite { 1, 2, s}- 
planes with s ~> 4 in [ 14] by Lo Re and Olanda. 
Melone and Olanda deal in [15] with finite {1, 2}-spaces with more 
than two dimensions. If the order n of a { 1, 2}-space (M, 9)l) is equal to 
or greater than 5 and if every line lies on exactly n + 1 planes, we get M 
by removing a plane, or a line, or a point, or the empty set from a three- 
dimensional affine space. Not assuming finiteness, {0, 1}-spaces, called 
semiaffine spaces, are discussed in [ 10]. Every semiaNne space (M, 9J~) 
with four points on every line and dim M>~ 3 is projectively embeddable. 
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If for every line G of a linear space (M, 9Jl), ~(x, G) is constant for every 
point x~M\G and less than or equal to me N, we call (M, 99A) an 
m-porous space (m-gelocher Raum). Some years before [0, 2]-spaces, 
2-porous-spaces are considered in papers by M. Schr6der [20 ], H. Karzel 
[7], D. Wode [23], and G. Kist [9]. Finite 2-porous planes are projec- 
tively embeddable by [7, 23]. Every m-porous pace (M, ~1)l) with at least 
three dimensions and ord M>~ 3m + 2 is locally projective and projectively 
embeddable (cf. [19, Section 6; 11, (2.10)]). This remarkable theorem is a 
consequence of the results of [21], where L. Teirlinck considered finite 
linear spaces with a constant number of coplanar lines through every point. 
Also in [16] K. Metsch deals with finite three-dimensional locally projec- 
tive spaces. 
In contrast to m-porous spaces, in [0, m]-spaces the number of the 
coplanar lines through a point is in general not constant and [0, m]-spaces 
are in general not locally projective. Thus we cannot use the result of 
Teirlinck [21] or the usual embedding theorems like the theorem of 
J. Kahn [6]. So we have to make use of a new method for the projective 
embedding of linear spaces which are not locally projective. This method is 
developed in [ 12] and we prove here in Section 4 the presuppositions (A), 
(C), and (E) of the embedding theorem (7.4) of [ 12]. 
First we must find in Section 2 a natural way to define the order of 
[0, m]-spaces, since the cardinality of the lines, as well as the number of 
the lines through a point, and the number of the planes through a line, 
need not be constant in a [0, m]-space. In Section 3 we consider corner 
points of [0, m l-spaces. A corner point of a line G is a point through 
which there are fewer parallel lines to G than through other points. The 
bundle theorem is fulfilled in [0, m]-spaces by [ 12, (3.4)]. In Section 4 we 
state the embedding theorem (4.5) and declare for which order [0, re]- 
spaces exist. Further, we remark that for every point x of a [0, m]-space 
(M, ~13l), (~, 93lx) is a [0, m]-space again (cf. (4.8)). 
2. T~ ORDER OF [0, m]-SPACES 
For m~N let (M, 9J~) be a [0, m]-space. For a line G~gJ~, a plane 
E c M and a point x ~ L we define by 
n(G) := max{n(y, G) : y ~ M\G} 
the maximal number of parallel ines to G through a point y and by 
A(x, E):= I~c ~ ~(e) [  
the number of lines through x in the plane E. 
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Remark 1. In [0, m]-spaces (M, ~) ,  re(x, G), and A(x, E) are, in 
general, not constant. 
(2.1) EXAMPLE. For m ~ N, let L1 ,  L 2 . . . . .  Lm be lines of a plane E of a 
projective space (P, £) with o rdP~>2m+l .  Let z~L1. Then for M:= 
e m ( \Ui=l Li) k') {Z} (M, ~(M)) is a linear space. It is easy to show that for 
every plane F of P also F ' :=FnM is a plane of M; in particular, 
E' := E n M is a plane of M. From every line HE  £ there are at most m 
points HnLi ,  i t  { 1, 2 ..... m}, removed and for any two distinct lines K, 
He£  the lines KnM,  HnM~£(M)  are parallel in (M, £(M)) if and 
only if H and K have a point Hc~ Kn  L ie  {z} in common with a line Li. 
Therefore (M, ~(M)) is a [0, m]-space. For any point xE(EnM) \{z}  
and any line G E £(E) with x, z ¢ G we get A(z, E) < A(x, E) and ~z(z, G) < 
rc(x, G), since the line L 1 s ~ is removed. 
If IGI + 2z(G)> 3m + 2, we will prove in (2.10) that IGI + re(G) is constant 
for every line G ~ 9Jl. With respect o that we define now the order of the 
line G by 
ord G:= IG I + ~(G) -  1. 
Since 0 ~< re(G) ~< m and JG[ = ord G + 1 - ~(G) ~> ord G + 1 - m, we get: 
(2.2) For k ~ ~ let ord G ~> 2m + k for every G ~ 9~. Then for G ~ 9~, 
[G[>-m+k+ l.
(2.3) Let ord G ~> 2m + 1 for every line G ~ 99l. Then every plane E of 
(M, ~J~) fulfils there the exchange condition; i.e., for S<E and x, y EE with 
y~Su {x}\S it follows that x~Su {y}. 
Proof Let E be a plane, let S ~ E and x, y s E with y ~ S u { x} \S, i.e., 
x, y ¢ S. We may assume that S contains at least two points a, b ~ S; hence 
G:=a, bcS.  If x~y, a, then obviously xea, b, ycSu{y}.  If x(~y, a, 
then by (2.2) there are m+l  distinct points Yl, Y2 . . . . .  ym+leY, a\{a} 
and, since x, y, acE, we get x, Yl, x, Y2, .--, x, Ym+~ cE .  Because at most 
m lines of E through x are not meeting G, there exists an element 
je{1 ,2 , . . . ,m+l}  with w=x, yjnG. By ys(~G, also wCyj; hence 
x~w, y jca,  b, ycSu{y}.  
(2.4) For ken  let o rdG~>2m+k for every Geg~. Then for 
G~gJ~ and xeM\G:  
(1) A(x, Gw {x})= IGI +~(x, G)>-(m+k+ 1)+max{~(x,  H) 'Hc  
Gu {x} and xCH}. 
(2) A(x, Gw{x})=lG[+~(x, G)<~IG[+~(G)<~IGI+m. 
(3) If d imM~>3, every line L is contained in m+k+l  distinct 
planes. 
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Proof (1) A(x, Gu{x})=[H[+z~(x,H) for any line H~Gu{x} 
with x ¢ H; hence in particular for a line H for which 7:(x, H) is maximal. 
With [H[ ~>rn +k + 1 by (2.2), the assertion follows. 
(2) is obvious. 
(3) Let x be a point of the line L and let G be a line not coplanar 
with L. Then for every point yEG, Ey:=Lw {y} is a plane with Ey#Ez 
for y, z~ G with y ~z  by (2.3). Again by (2.2), the assertion follows. 
(2.5) Let G, H be distinct parallel lines and let L ¢ Gul l  be a 
line which is coplanar with G and with H. Then G nL=~ and 
Hn L = IZi; i.e., G I[ L and H H L. 
Proof Assume that x~HnL. Since G~H=~, xCG. Then by (2.3) 
Gw H= Gu {x} = G uL ,  since G, L are coplanar, a contradiction to 
L ¢ Gull. 
In the following let (M, !l~) be a [0, mJ-space with dim M~>3, 
ord G >~ 3m + 1 for every line G ~ ~)l and let m ~> 1. Since m >/1 it holds 
]GI >~4 for every line G~ by (2.2). 
In [ 0, m J-spaces it could happen that two planes are intersecting only in 
a point, even when they contain coplanar lines (cf. Example (2.1)). The 
following proposition deals with that case. 
(2.6) Let Geg)l  and x, yCG points with x~Gw{y} and let 
t "= ~(y, G) > r := u(x, G). Then there exist t - r distinct lines He  } with 
G ]/H and {x} = Gu {x} nHw {x}. 
Proof Since t = ~r(y, G), there are G1, G2, ..., Gt ~ y with G/]1 G for 
j= l ,  2,..., t. For every j~{1 ..... t} for which the line Gj:=G/w{x}n 
Gw {x} exists, by (2.5) Gj is parallel to G through x. If G/¢G~, then 
Gj:AG'k for j#k, j, k~{1,2  ..... t}, since by (2.3) GjwGk=Gu{y}; 
hence G'i= G~ would imply that G i, Gk c G'jw {y}, i.e., xe G~ G/w Gk = 
G w {y}, a contradiction to x ¢ G w {y}. Since ~r(x, G)-- r, there exist at 
most for r elements j ~ { 1 .... , t} the lines G). Hence for the remaining t - r  
elements k ~ {1, ..., t}, {x} = Gk w {x} c~ G w {x}. 
(2.7) Let G, H~gJ~ be distinct and coplanar. Then for every point 
p~G~H\(GnH), there exist m+l  lines KE~ with ~GnK# 
HnK#~.  
Proof We may assume that p¢(GwH), since else the proposition is 
trivial. For p ~ G ~\ (G  w H) we get by (2.3) G w {p} = Hw {p} = G w H 
and by (2.2) IG] ~> 2m + 2. For at most m points x E G the lines p, x and H 
are parallel; hence at least m+2 lines K~ are meeting H. Since 
p ¢ G c~ H, for at least m + 1 lines G c~ K # H n K. 
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(2.8) Let E be a plane and let HcE be a line with a parallel ine 
G ¢ E. Then there exist at most 3m + 1 points x e Ewith G w {x} ~ E = {x}. 
Remark 2. A similar proposition can be found in [9]. With the 
assumption that A(x, E) ~> (m + 1 )2 for every plane and every point x ~ E, 
G. Kist shows in part (ii) of the proof of (1.4) that for every line KcE 
there are at most m points x e K with G u {x} n E= {x}. The assumption 
that "A(x, E) is constant" of [9, (1.4)] is not used in that part of the proof. 
For finite [0, m]-spaces we can conclude (2.8) from Proposition 8 of [21]. 
Also Teirlinck does not use his assumption that "A(x, E) is constant" in 
the proof of Proposition 8. We give here a simpler proof which holds also 
for infinite [0, m]-spaces. 
Proof of(2.8). Let aeH, beG, and pea, b\{a, b}. By (2.6) there is a 
line Ke~\{a,-~} with c=KnG and d=KnH.  Let r:=max{zr(d, L)" 
LcE  and dCL}. Since ordG~>3m+l ,  A(d,E)>~2m+r+2 by (2.4.1). 
Hence there is a set £= {L1, L2, ..., L2,~+r+l} c (d  n~0I(E))\{H}, con- 
taining 2m + r + 1 distinct lines Li of the plane E with d e L~ and L i # H. 
For 3; := {qEE:  Gu  {q} mE= {q}}, let xeX,  thus x~H and d~a, x: 
(i) For gO(x):={yieE:yi=Lina, x for L i~£ with xCLi} it 
holds that 123(x)] >~ 2m, since there are only re(d, a-~) lines parallel to a, x 
through d and only one line of £ may contain x. By rr(d, a--;~)~< r and 
]£ ]=2m+r+l ,  ]~)(x)[~>Zm. For 3(x) := {z~e Gu {x} : z~=p, x~nb, x 
for yze ~(x)} we get [3(x)] ~>m, since there are at most m lines parallel to 
b, x through p, and since ]~(x)l ~>2m. 
z, H 
p ~  c G 
(ii) By the definitions of g)(x) and £, y i#x  and Li#H; hence 
z i s b, x\{b, x} for every zi ~ 3(x). Since c # b, we obtain x ~ ~ for every 
zi ~ 3(x) .  
(iii) For every point z~s3(x), the lines c, zi, L i~p~L i  are 
coplanar. Since x(~c~7, L i ce  , c~cGu {x}, and Gu {x} hE= {x} 
(by definition of ~), it follows that c-725~nL~= ~;25; i.e., c, zi If Li. Since 
13(x)l ~>m for every xe3;  (cf. (i)), there are at least m distinct lines 
through c parallel to a line L ie £. 
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(iv) For x, x'~3£ with x¢x ' ,  Gw{x}r~Gw{x'}=G,  since 
Gu {x} = Gw {x'} would imply that x, x ' c  Gu  {x} r~E, a contradiction 
to x, x'm 3E. By zi~b, x \{b} (cf. (ii)), it holds that 3(x)c~ G w {x'} = ~,  
i.e., for every z~ m 3(x) and every zj ~ 3(x'), ~ ¢ c~y. Hence there exist at 
least [~[ • m distinct lines through c of which every one is parallel to a line 
Li~LL 
(v) For every line L~E ~ there are at most m distinct parallel lines 
through c; i.e., there exist at most (2m + r + 1)m ~< (3m + 1)m distinct lines 
through c, each parallel to a line L~ E ~. By (iv) we get [3El. m ~< (3m + 1)m, 
i.e., IX[ ~<(3m+ 1). 
In (4.1) an improvement of (2.8) will be given. But first we show that 
ord G depends not on the choice of G ~ 99l. 
(2.9) Let E be a plane and let G, HoE be lines. Then: 
(1) ]E\(GuH)I >~4m2+2m. 
(2) There are at most 3m2+m points yEEkG with re(y, G)<~z(G) 
and at least m 2 + m points a ~ Ek(G w H) with re(a, G) = re(G). 
(3) Let IEI be finite. If z~(a, G)=zc(G) for a cEkG, then 
re(a, K)--zc(K) for every line K c E with a ¢ K. 
(4) There is a point a~Ek(GuH) with re(a, G)=rc(G) and 
re(a, H) = ~r(H). 
Proof. (1) Let G#H and aeG\H. Then for every line KeFt, 
[KmH[~<I and by (2.2), [K \ (Hw{a}) l~lK[ -2~2m, since ordK>~ 
3m+l .  Hence IE\(GwH)[~>((A(a,E)-l)2m>~(2m+l)2m=4m2+2m 
by (2.4.1). 
(2) Let t=zc(G). There is a point p~M\G with ~r(p, G)=J r (G)= 
t ~< m. We may assume p ¢ E. Since if p e E, just as for every plane Fva E 
with G c F the existence of a point p' ~ FkG with rc(p', G) = re(G) follows 
and then we have a point p' ¢ E. For p ¢ E, let GI, G2, ..., G, E/~ be the t 
distinct lines through x parallel to G. By (2.8) for every point x ~E\G, 
apart from at most t. (3m + 1)~< 3m 2 +m exceptions, there exist the dis- 
tinct lines K~ := Giu  {x} c~E, i=  1, ..., t. Since G H G~, by (2.5) also Ki I] G 
for i=1,  2 .... ,t .  
For iC j  we have GiCGj and therefore KiCKj, since Gi=Kgw{p }
G w {p}. Hence for every point x ~ E\(G w H) apart from at most 3m 2 + rn 
exceptions, re(x, G) = t = re(G). By (1), ]Ek(G w g)] - (3m 2 + m) >/ma + m. 
(3) Let IE[eN. Then every line of E is finite. Let aEEkG with 
~z(a, G)= ~z(G); then A(a, E)= IGI +n(a,  G)= IGI + zc(G). Assume that for 
any line KcE with aCK, re(a, K) < zc(K). Then by (2) there would be a 
point z ~ E\K with re(z, K) = re(K), i.e., A(z, E) = ]gl + re(K) > [K[ + 
re(a, K)=A(a, E), since }KI~N. That would imply that re(z, G)= 
A(z, E ) -  Iaj >A(a, E ) -  Ia[ = z~(a, G), a contradiction to re(a, G)= z~(G). 
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(4) By (2), there is a point a~E\ (GuH)  with 7r(a, G)=zc(G). If 
IEI ~ N, (4) follows by (3). Now let [El ~ N. Since (M, 9~) is a [0, re]- 
space, also [KI ~ N for every line Ke  ~.  By (2) for at most 6m2+ 2m points 
y ~ E\(G u H), ~z(y, G) < ~r(G) or ~z(y, 
every line Kc  E with K# G, H a point 
and re(a, H)= re(H). 
(2.10) TI-mOe, EM. For every line G 
~r( G) - 1 is constant. 
Proof Let G, H~JJ l  with G#H; 
H) < re(H); hence there exists on 
a ~ K\(G u H) with re(a, G) = re(G) 
of a [ O, m I-space, ord 
let a e G, b ~ H\  G, and 
G=IGI+ 
K:=a~ b. 
Then by (2.9.4) there exists a point y e ~\ (G  u K) with ~z(y, G)= )z(G) 
and zc(y,K)=~z(K). Hence IGI+zc(G)=IGI+zc(y, G)=A(y, GuK)= 
[K[ + re(y, K) -- IK[ + re(K). In the same way, [KI + ~(K) = [HI + ~z(H). 
If for every line L of a [0, m]-space (M, 9J~) it holds that 
ord L >~ 3m + 1, then 
ord M := ord G = [Gi + ~z(G) - 1 
for any G ~ 9)l is called the order of (M, ~J~). 
For any plane E, any line G c E and any point x ~ E\G, A(x, E) = ]GI + 
~z(x, G). By 0 <~ r(x, G) <~ r(G) <~ m and [G[ + zc(G) = ord M + 1 we have 
the following. 
(2.11) Let (M, 9)~) be a [0, m]-space with t:=ordM>~3m+ 1: 
(1) ForerverylineG~92~,t-m+l<~[G]<<,t+l. 
(2) For every plane E and xeE ,  t -m + 1 ~< [A(x, E)[ ~<t+ 1. 
(3) For every plane E, ( t+ 1)(t - -m)+ 1 ~< ]E] ~<tz+t+ l. 
Proof (3) For GeE,  by (2.9.2) there exists a point x~E\G 
with zc(x,G)=~z(G); hence A(x,E)=[G[+rc(G)=t+I  and by (1), 
A(x, E) . ( t -m)<~ IE\{x} [ <~A(x, E).t. 
Now we show that the properties (A) and (B) of [ 12] are satisfied for 
ord M ~> 3m + 2. 
(2.12) Let ordM~>3m+2.  Then the following property (A) of 
[ 1 2 ] holds: 
(A) Let G~, G 2, L be non-coplanar lines through a point p, let 
qi~ Gi u L \L  be points for i=  1, 2. Then there exist at least two points 
dEL\{p} with d, q inGi#~J,  i=1,  2. 
Proof For at most m points b ~ L, q~, b ca GI = 2; ~ and for at most m 
points c~L, q2, cnGv=~j. Since ordM~>3m+2,  by (2.2) ]L[ ~>2m+3. 
Therefore there exist at least two points d~L\{p} with d, ql n G~ ¢ ~3 and 
d, q2rhG2¢~. 
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As a simple consequence of (A), in Proposition (3.2) of [ 12] it is shown: 
(2.13) Let El,  E2 be planes and let Gi, H icE i  be lines for i=  1, 2 
with a 1 := G2 c~ H1 ~ aa := G2 ~ H2 such that G~, G2 are coplanar and H~, 
H 2 are coplanar. Then tbr every line K~ c E1 there exists a line K 2 c E 2 
which is coplanar to K~. 
If (A) is valid and if for every line G e 99l and every point x ~ M\G, 
I{He~t : xeH and g I[ G}[< [G] -  1, 
then in Proposition (3.4) of [12] it is proved that the following bundle 
theorem (B) is fulfilled. 
(B) Let A, B, C, D be distinct lines with C, D ¢ A roB. If A, B, C 
are pairwise coplanar and if A, B, D are pairwise coplanar, then also C, D 
are coplanar. 
(2.14) THEOREM. Let ordM>~3m+2.  Then the bundle theorem (B) is 
fulfilled. 
Proof By (2.12), (A) is fulfilled. By Proposition (3.4) of [12], we have 
only to prove that ]{He~:x~H and HI IG} I<[G[ -1 .  By (2.2), 
ord M~> 3m + 2 implies that 2m + 2 ~ [G] - 1. Since (M, 9R) is a [0, m]- 
space, [{HegJ t :xEH and H [IG}{ ~<m<2m+2~< IG[ -  1. 
3. CORNER POINTS OF [0, m]-SPACES 
Let (M, g)l) be a [0, m]-space; let GegiR and peM\G.  Then p is called 
a corner point of G, if 
g(p, G) < ~(G) = max{re(x, G) : x ~ M\G}. 
For a subspace U of M, p E U is a corner point of U, if p is a corner point 
of a line G ~ U with p ¢ G. 
(3.1) EXAMPLES. 1. An m-porous space contains no corner points; in 
particular an affine space, as well as a projective space, contains no corner 
point. 
2. Point z of Example (2.1) is a corner point. 
3. By a free construction we can obtain semiaffine planes with an 
arbitrary number of corner points (cf. P. Dembowski in [ 3 ] and W. Heise 
in [52). 
4. If z is a corner point of a line G of a [0, m]-space (M, 9Jr), then 
the linear space (~, 9)t~) is not a projective space. Since if z is a corner 
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point of G, then there is a point y ~ M\G • {z} with ~z(z, G)< z~(G)= 
~z(y, G) (cf. (3.7.1)). Hence by (2.6), there exists a line He  ~ with HH G 
and Gw{z}c~Hw{z}={z};  i.e., the two coplanar lines Gw{z},  
Hu {z} e93l~ have no point of _? in common. 
In the following let (M, 9J~) be a [0, m]-space with dimM~>3 and 
ordM~>3m+2; hence by (2.14) the bundle theorem (B) is fulfilled. Now 
we recall Definition (4.6) of [ 12]: 
Three distinct lines A1, A2, A3 lie in a bundle, if they are pairwise 
coplanar and if in the case that A 1, A2, A3 are contained in a plane E there 
is a line K ¢ E which is coplanar with A i for i= 1, 2, 3. 
By the bundle theorem we get the following proposition (cf. [ 12, (4.7)])" 
(3.2) If the lines A1, A2, A3 lie in a bundle and if G ~ A1 uA2 is 
a line which is coplanar to A~ and A2, then G is also coplanar to A3. 
(3.3) For Keg)~, let t:=z~(K)<~m. If Gis931\{K} is a line 
with KH G/ for i=1,  2 ..... t+  I, then there are two elements k, 
j E {1, 2, ..., t + 1} with j ¢ k such that Gj, G~ are parallel and Gj, Gk, K 
lie in a bundle. 
Proof Since dim M ~> 3 there is a line L not coplanar to K. For a, b E L 
with aCb, also Kw {a} CKw {b}; hence by ordM>~3m+2 and (2.11.1) 
there are at least 2m + 3 distinct planes containing K. Hence there is a 
plane E with Kc  E and Gi ~ E for i E { 1, 2, ..., t + 1 }, i.e., Gi c~ E = ~.  
For every G~, by (2.8) at most 3m + 1 points x ~ E exist with Gi w {x} r~ 
E={x}.  By (2.11.3), [E \K [~>(3m+3)(2m+2)+l - (3m+2)>(3m+l)  
( t+ 1), since t~rn. Hence there is a point zeE\Kwi th  Ki :=Giw {z} ~E 
for every i t{ l ,  2,.., t+ l} .  By Ggr~E=f2f and z(~I~, Kr~Ki=(~, and 
Ge r~ Ki = ~,  i.e., K ]1 Ki and G~ I] Ke (cf. (2.5)). Since ~z(z, K) ~ z~(K) = t, 
there are at most t lines through z parallel to K. Hence there are k, 
je{1 ,2  ..... t+ l}  with jCk  and Kj=K~. Since Gj, GkCKwKj=E,  by 
the bundle theorem (B) and (2.5), K II Kj, Gj, G~ and Kj ]1 G;, Gk imply 
Gj I] Gk; i.e., Gj, G k, K lie in a bundle. 
(3.4) Let GegJI, xq~G with zr(x, G)=~(G). Then for every line 
H ¢z Gw {x} with H [I G, Gw {x} r~Hu {x} is always a line. 
Proof Let t := re(G) and G~, G2, ..., G, E ~c distinct lines with G ]1 Ge, 
i = 1 ..... t. If H ¢ G w {x} is a line with G II H, then H [I G~ for some 
kE{1,..., t}, since by (3.3) two of the t+ l  lines G~, G2 .... , G,, H are 
parallel and since for i, je{1,. . . ,  t} with iCj ,  G,j{Gj. Hence we get 
O.  {x} {x} = 
(3.5) THEOREM. Let G~93~ and x(sG. Then there exists a line 
H ¢ Gw {x} with G II H and Gw {x} c~Hw {x} = {x}, if and only i fx  is 
a corner point of H. 
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Proof Let ~(x, G)=~z(G). Then for every line H¢ Gw{x} with 
G II H, Gw {x} nHw {x} is a line by (3.4). For n(x, G)<g(G) :=t  let F 
be a plane with Gw {x} c~F=G. By (2.9.4) there is a point y~F\G with 
~z(y, G)=t and by (2.6) a line He  } exists with H Ih G and {x} = 
(3.6) Let E be a plane, xeE, and let G, H~E be lines with 
x ¢ G, H. Then x is a corner point of H if and only if x is a corner point 
of G. 
Proof Assume that x is not a corner point of H, i.e., ~(x, H)= re(H). 
Let K ¢ E be an arbitrary line with K II G and let a I ~ K and a2 e G. (If 
there exists no parallel ine to G, then zc(G) = 0 and x is not a corner point 
of G.) Then G, K are coplanar and al, x, a2, x are coplanar with al #a2.  
Hence by (2.13) there exists a line H'cKw {x} which is coplanar to 
H~E.  I fxEH'  wH, then H' ~Hw {x} = Gw {x}; hence H '= Gw {x} n 
Now let x¢H'wH.  Then Gw {x} nKw {x} is a line, too. Since, if we 
assume that {x} =Gu {x} c~Kw {x}, then H~H'=~,  i.e., H[IH'. 
Hence by (3.5) L :=Hw {x} nH'w {x} eg:R, since x is not a corner point 
of H. By (2.3) the exchange condition holds; thus Hw {x} = G w {x} and 
H 'u  {x} =Ku {x} and L=Gw {x} nK ,  {x}. Therefore by (3.5), x is 
not a corner point of G. 
(3.7) Let G, H be lines of the plane E: 
(1) There are at least m2+m points aeE\ (GuH) ,  which are not 
corner points of the plane E. 
(2) Let x e E\G be a corner point of G. Then for every y ~ E which 
is not a corner point of G, there exists a line L through y with G II L and 
Lw {x} hE= {x}. 
Proof (1) By (2.9.2) there are m2+m points aeE\ (GwH)  with 
To(a, G) = ~(G). By (3.6) every of these points is not a corner point of a line 
K = E with a ¢ K; i.e., no one of these points is a corner point of E. 
(2) Follows by (2.6), since E=Gw{x} and ~(x, G)<~(y,G)= 
~(G). 
4. EMBEDDING THEOREM 
First we prove the following important proposition. We recall that 
(M, 92~) denotes a [0, m]-space with dim M~> 3 and ord M~> 3m + 2. 
(4.1) Let E be a plane and let G c E be a line with a parallel ine 
H ¢ E. Then there are at most m points x~E with Hw {x} mE= {x}, 
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Proof. Let Y~:={xEE:H~{x}nE={x}}.  Obviously HnX:~.  
We assume IX l/> m + 1 and show that this assumption implies a contra- 
diction. 
Let x 1, ..., Xm+l ~X be distinct points and let KcE be a line which is 
not coplanar to H with xi q~ K for i = 1 ..... m + 1. The line K exists, since 
through any point b ~E\{xl ,  ..., xm+~} there is at most one line coplanar 
to H and at most m + 1 lines contain a point xi s ~, but IA(b, E)I >/2m + 3 
by (2.11.2). 
(i) For j, ke{1  .... , re+l}  with j ¢k ,  Hu{x j}nHu{xk}=H,  
since i fHu  {xj} =Hu {xk}, then xj, xkeHu {xj} hE,  a contradiction to 
% xk~ 3¢. 
(ii) For i=  1, ..., m + 1, there is a line GicHu {xi} with Gi IE K: Let 
a~ e G and a 2 e H. Then G, H are coplanar and a 1, xi, a2, x~ are coplanar. 
By (2.13) there exists a line GicHu {x~} which is coplanar to KcE= 
G u {x~}. Since Hu {xj} n E = {x~} and x, q~ K, Kn  G~ = ~.  
(iii) For distinct j, k~{1,...,  re+l} ,  the lines H, Gj, G k are not 
coplanar: Since H, K are not coplanar and Gj, Gk II K, H~a G/, Gk. Now 
GkcHuGj=Hu{x j}  would imply Hw{x j}=HuG~=Hu{xk},  a 
contradiction to (i). 
(iv) By (3.3) there exist distinct elements Z k e {1 .... , m+ 1} with 
Gj Ii Gk and K, Gi, Gk lie in a bundle. 
(v) Since H, Gj, Gk are not coplanar by (iii), i.e., H ¢ Gju  Gk by 
(iv), and since H, Gj and H, Gk are coplanar, (3.2) implies that also H, K 
are coplanar. That is a contradiction, because K is not coplanar to H. 
Remark 3. Proposition (4.1) does not say that there are at most m 
corner points in a plane, since the proposition depends on the fixed line 
HCE.  But in [11, Theorem (15.17)] it is proved that for ordM~> 
max{(m2 + 3m + 2)/2, 3m + 2} there are indeed at most m corner points in 
every plane. 
(4.2) Let G, Lbe l ines  o fap lane  Ewi tha=GnL; le tKCEbe 
coplanar to a line H c E but not coplanar to G. Then there are at most m 
points x ~ L with Ku {x} n G = ~.  
Proof. We may assume that L, K are not coplanar, since otherwise for 
every point yeL,  GnKu {y} c GnL= {a}. We assume that there exist 
m+l  distinct points x~ ..... xi ..... x , ,+leL with Ku{xi}  mG=(25 and 
show that this assumption implies a contradiction. 
(i) It holds that F~:=Ku{x~}¢Fj:=Ku{xj} for i, j~{1,. . . ,  
m + 1 } with iva j. The assumption that F~ = ~ would imply that L = xi, xs, 
K c Fe, a contradiction, since K, L are not coplanar. 
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(ii) Let alEg and a2eK\{al}. For ie{1, ..., m}, the lines a~, xi, 
a2, xi and the lines H, K are coplanar; hence by (2.13) a line Gi c Ku  {xi} 
exists which is coplanar to GcE .  By Kw {xi} nG=~,  also Gi l] G for 
i=1 ..... m+l .  
(iii) Since K, G are not coplanar, K¢  Gi. Since F~¢Fj (cf. (i)), Gi, Gj, 
K are not contained in a common plane for iva j. 
(iv) Now by (3.3), G II Gi for i=  1, ..., m + 1 and re(G) ~<rn imply the 
existence of distinct elements j, k E { 1, 2, ..., m + 1 }, for which G, Gj, Gk lie 
in a bundle. Since K, Gj and K, Gk are coplanar and since by (iii) 
K ¢ @u Gk, by (3.2) it follows that G, K are coplanar, a contradiction. 
In order to use the embedding theorem of [ 12], we must show that the 
properties (C) and (E) of [ 12] are fulfilled. We use that by [ 12, (7.1)], (E) 
follows from the following property (E) (cf. [11, (13.14)]): 
(E) ForlinesG, H, Ke?Ol le tGnK¢~,HCGnK,  andletG, H 
1 be coplanar. Then I{xeK:  Gw {x} nHu {x} = {x}}[ <5 [K[. 
(4.3) In (M, 9J~) the property (E) is fulfilled. 
Proof Let G, H, K e991 with G, H coplanar, G nK~,  and 
H ¢ GuK. If G=K, Gw {x} nHu {x} =G for every xeG. Let G¢K. 
Then by (4.1) there are at most m points xeKcGuK with Hu  {x} n 
GuK=Hu{x}nGu{x}={x}.  By (2.2), m<(2m+3)/2<~½lK[; i.e., 
(E) holds. 
A subset b c 93l with I bl/> 2 is called a generalized bundle: if any two lines 
of b are coplanar and if for any two lines G, H eb and every point 
xeM\GuHi t  holds that Gu  {x} nHu {x} eb or Gu  {x} nHu {x} = 
{x}. We call b a generalized bundle of a plane E, if b contains a line G c E, 
and a point bundle, if b= ~ for some y eM. Now we can state the 
following property: 
(C) Let G1, G2, L be lines through a point p not contained in a com- 
mon plane. For i = 1, 2 let ~i be a generalized bundle of the plane G i u L 
with G q~ ~ which is not a point bundle. Then there exist two distinct points 
deL\{p}, each of which lies on lines Xie xi with Xic~ G~va ~ for i=  1, 2. 
(4.4) In (M, 9J~) property (C) holds. 
Proof Let L, G1, G2 be distinct lines with peL ,  G1, G2. For a 
generalized bundle xi of the plane L u Gg, let Hi, K~ e xi with H i c L u Gi 
and K~ ¢ Lu  Gi for i=  1, 2 (cf. [12, (5.3)]). Giq~ti mplies that Gi, K~ are 
not coplanar, i-- 1, 2. Then by (4.2) there are at most rn points x e L with 
K iu  {x} n Gi= ~ for i=  1, 2. Since ILl ~>2m+ 3 there are at least two 
points deL\{p} with zi:=K~u {d} n Gi for i=  1, 2. By p Cd  also ziv~d, 
and d, % H;, K i are pairwise coplanar, i.e., d, z~ e xi for i = 1, 2. Hence (C) 
is fulfilled. 
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(4.5) EMBEDDING TheOREM. Let (M, 9J{) be a [0, mJ-space with 
dim M~> 3 and ord M~> 3m + 2. Then (M, 9Jl) is embeddable in a projective 
space (P, (5) with dim P = dim M and ord P = ord M. 
Proof By (2.12) and (2.14), (A) and the bundle theorem (B) are 
fulfilled. By (4.4), (4.3), and [12, (7.1)], (C), (E), and (E) are satisfied. 
Hence each the embedding theorem [ 12, (7.4.i)], (M, 9)l) is embeddable in
a projective space (P, 15) with dim M = dim P. 
Let E c M be a plane, let x e E be a point which is not a corner point 
of E (cf. (3.7.1)) and let X~ IX] denote the closure of (P, (5). By [12, 
(6.8)1, [E]  is a plane of P. We will show that o rdM=ordE= 
A(x, E) -  1 = ord[E]  =ord  P. Since Ec  [E] ,  oral E~< oral[El. Assume 
that there is a line Kc  [E]  with xeK and Kc~E=x. Let aeK\{x}  be a 
generalized bundle. By a ¢ x, a ¢ M, hence for lines A ~, A a e a with A x c E 
and A; N E, we have A, I[ A2 (cf. [12, (6.6.i), (6.3)]). It follows that 
[11 u {x} ] c3 [A 2 u {x} ] = K; hence A~ u {x} n Aa u {x} = {x}. By (3.5), 
x is a corner point of A~ ~ E, hence a corner point of E, a contradiction, 
since we have assumed that x is not a corner point of E. Therefore for 
every Kc  [E]  with x e K we obtain Kn  Ee  93~; thus ord E = ord[E].  
Since the order of a finite projective space (P, (5) with dim P~> 3 is 
always a power of a prime, by (4.5) we get the following. 
(4.6) TrmOVd~M. Let (M, 9~) be a finite [0, m]-space with dim M~>3 
and ord M >~ 3m + 2; then ord M is a power of a prime. 
Remark 4. Let (M, 8J~) be a [0, m]-space with ord M>~ 3m + 2 and 
dimM~>3. Since (A) and (C) are fulfilled, by [12, (6.1), (3.7)1 the 
exchange condition holds in (M, 99l). 
Finally we show that for every point x of a [0, m]-space (M, ~l), 
(~c, 9Jtx) is a [0, m]-space again. 
(4.7) Let E be a plane of (M, 9~) and let G be a line with 
p = G n E. Then there are at most m planes F~ containing G with E n F~ = p. 
Proof Assume that there exist m + 1 distinct planes F~, i = 1 ..... m + 1 
containing G with E n F~ = p. Let H c E be a line with p ~ H; hence G, H 
are not coplanar. For any point qeG\{p},  ~cEu{q};  hence by 
[12, (3.6)1 for any line K~cF,.\{H} through q there exists a line K;cE  
which is coplanar to Kr  We may assume that p ~ K~', since by (2.9.2) and 
(3.5) in E a line exists not containing p and coplanar to K,.. 
Since for a point xieK;  the lines G, p, xi and the lines Ki, K; are 
coplanar, by (2.12) there exists a line H~ c F~ which is coplanar to H c E for 
i e { 1 ..... m + 1 }. By p q~ H and E m G = p, H II Hr  Hence by (3.3), for two 
elements j', k e { 1 .... , m + 1 } with j va k, the lines H, Hi, H~ lie in a bundle. 
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Since G, H are not coplanar, G # Hi. By Fj ~ Fk, G ¢ Hj u H k for j ~ k. 
Because G, Hj are coplanar and G,/ark are coplanar, by (3.2) G, H should 
be coplanar, a contradiction. Hence there are at most m planes F~ 
containing G with E c~ F~ = p. 
(4.8) THEOREM. Let (M, 9J~) be a [0, m]-space with ordM~>3m+2.  
Then for every point x ~ M, ( ~c , 9J~x) is a [0, m ]-space. 
Proof Since every plane of (M, 9Jt) fulfils the exchange condition by 
(2.3), (Pc, 9)Ix) is a linear space. By Remark 4, (M, ~J~) fulfils the exchange 
condition; hence every subspace U of M with x e U and dim U = 3 is a 
plane of(Pc, ~x) -  
Let E e 9)l x and G e Pc with G ~ E = x; hence dim G u E = 3. By (4.7) in 
G w E there are at most m planes F~ containing G with E c~ F~ = x; i.e., in the 
plane G u E of ( ~, 99lx) there are at most m lines F~ s 99l~ through the point 
Ge ) not meeting the line E~9~x.  This proves that (} ,  g)l~) is a [0, re]- 
space. 
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